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Abstract
Physically-based image synthesis methods, a research direction in computer graphics (CG), are capable of simulating optical measuring systems in their entirety and thus constitute an interesting approach for the development, simulation, optimization, and validation of such systems. In addition, other
CG methods, so called procedural modeling techniques, can be used to quickly generate large sets of
virtual samples and scenes thereof that comprise the same variety as physical testing objects and real
scenes (e.g., if digitized sample data is not available or difficult to acquire). Appropriate image synthesis (rendering) techniques result in a realistic image formation for the virtual scenes, considering light
sources, material, complex lens systems, and sensor properties, and can be used to evaluate and
improve complex measuring systems and automated optical inspection (AOI) systems independent of
a physical realization. In this paper, we describe an image generation pipeline for the evaluation and
optimization of measuring and AOI systems, we provide an overview over suitable image synthesis
methods and their characteristics, and we discuss the challenges for the design and specification of a
given measuring situation in order to allow for a reliable simulation and validation.
Keywords: computer graphics, procedural modeling, image synthesis, optical measurement

Introduction
Current physically-based image synthesis
techniques constitute a major leap compared
to previously used, mostly phenomenological
approaches. The simulation of light transport is
at the core of physically-based image synthesis methods and crucial to generate images
that are on par with images made by physical
image acquisition systems. Light transport
simulation nowadays is almost exclusively
computed using Monte Carlo (MC) or Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, which
can account for complex light-matter interactions and naturally handle spectral emission,
absorption, and scattering behavior (measured
or derived from models) described by geometric optics. (MC)MC methods can also comprise
the simulation of complex lens systems to accurately compute the resulting irradiance onto
a virtual sensor.
Essentially, all (MC)MC rendering methods
compute an estimate of the light transport by
sampling, that is, stochastically generating,
paths on which light propagates from light
sources to sensors; their main difference being
the path sampling strategy. Until sufficient

convergence, the variance of this estimation is
apparent as noise in the images. Because of
this, even simplistic realizations of these methods are versatile and, in principle, capable to
achieve the desired, and required, results.
However, their application is only practical
when an (MC)MC method is used which is
well-suited for a given scenario; otherwise the
computation time can easily become prohibitively long, even in seemingly simple cases.
For example, one would choose different
methods for computing light transport for complex high-frequency light transport phenomena
(recognizable by multiple glossy or specular
reflection) than for highly scattering media.
Particular attention has to be paid to the simulation of complex lens systems which can increase the computation time by orders of magnitude when implemented naively. We discuss
the use of a state-of-the-art approach to efficient rendering with realistic lenses in the context of measuring and AOI systems.
As indicated, many different rendering algorithms and sampling strategies exist in the
realm of (MC)MC methods, and they all exhibit
different performance and noise characteristics, which are strongly linked to the type of

light-matter interactions and the geometry configurations occurring in a scene. As such, it is
not straightforward for the non-expert to select
the appropriate method. For this purpose, we
identify light interactions and phenomena constituting different challenges for the image
synthesis, and discuss state-of-the-art algorithms, as, for example, path tracing, bidirectional path tracing (BDPT), and others.
Rendering, rasterization, and ray tracing
Hughes et al. [8] define the term rendering very
concisely as referring to the process of integration of the light that arrives at each pixel of the
image sensor inside a virtual camera in order
to compute an image.
There are two major strategies for determining
the color of an image pixel: rasterization and
ray tracing.
Ray tracing, also sometimes referred to as ray
casting, determines the visibility of surfaces by
tracing rays of light from the virtual view point,
that is, the viewer’s eye or the image sensor, to
the objects in the scene. The view point represents the center of origin and the image a window on an arbitrary view plane. For each pixel
of the image a view ray is sent originating in
the view point through the pixel into the scene
in order to find an intersection with a surface.
By recursive application of this ray casting one
can compute complex light interactions and
global illumination, that is, indirect illumination
including, among others, reflections and shadows.
Rasterization, on the other hand, projects
geometric primitives one by one onto the image window. A depth buffer, also called
z-buffer, is utilized to determine the closest and
thus visible primitive for each pixel.
Usually, the perspective projection is carried
out in three steps. First, the projection transformation, expressed in homogeneous coordinates, is applied. Afterwards, the projective
coordinates are dehomogenized by the normalization transformation, mapping the view
frustum to the unit cube. The resulting device
coordinates can then be mapped to image
coordinates by discarding the depth coordinate, as it is done for orthographic projection.
All primitives can be processed in parallel using a single instruction multiple data (SIMD)
approach and minor synchronization via the
depth buffer. This allows for a very fast pipelined hardware implementation in the form of
modern graphics processing units (GPUs).
Simplified, one could say that ray tracing starts
with the pixels and then determines ray intersections with the scene geometry, while rasterization starts with the geometry, projecting it
onto the image plane. The availability of modern GPUs makes rasterization feasible for
interactive real-time application.

Synthetic images in the context of optical
inspection
In [19] we describe the idea of using computer
graphics methods to allow systematic and
thorough evaluation of automated optical inspection (AOI) systems. Instead of using real
objects and acquisition systems, computer
graphics methods are used to create large
virtual sets of samples of test objects and to
simulate image acquisition setups. We use
procedural modeling techniques to generate
virtual objects with varying appearance and
properties, mimicking real objects and sample
sets. Physical simulation of rigid bodies is deployed to simulate the placement of virtual
objects, and using physically-based rendering
techniques we create synthetic images. These
are used as input to an AOI system instead of
physically acquired images. This enables the
development, optimization, and evaluation of
the image processing and classification steps
of an AOI system independently of a physical
realization.
We demonstrated this approach for shards of
glass, as sorting glass is one challenging practical application for AOI. In this paper, we focus
on the aspects of image synthesis.
Real-time rendering of shard distributions
Our implementation includes real-time rendering of shard distributions by hardware rasterization on a GPU using OpenGL 4.2 [21].
As glass is an optically semi-transparent material, a method of transparency rendering is
necessary. OpenGL itself only provides alpha
blending that can be used to render transparent materials. But rendering transparency using alpha blending implies rendering the objects in sorted order. As sorting for every
rendered frame is impractical and even not
always possible (e.g., for mutually overlapping
objects) order-independent transparency rendering (OIT) techniques have been invented.
Our previous implementation as presented in
[19] used depth peeling (introduced by
Everitt [2]), a robust hardware-accelerated OIT
method, but meanwhile we replaced this with
an implementation of a more powerful OIT
technique making use of per-pixel concurrent
linked lists (introduced by Yang et al. [24]). OIT
rendering using depth peeling can store only a
quite limited number of material interactions
per image pixel requiring multiple rendering
passes in case of many interactions. Per-pixel
linked list OIT, on the other hand, allows storing a high number of interactions in a single
rendering pass, and the realistic rendering of
the breaking edges of glass shards may require a high number of interactions as the edges can be quite rough.
As our previous publications [19] and [20] focus on the generation of realistic virtual objects
and scenes based on measured data as well

as the m
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u
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images ffor the evalu
uation of reall AOI system
ms,
we had used simpliffied models of
o the illumin
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uisition for th
he image syynthesis, e
e.g., ideal sen
nsors and sim
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image fo
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Most importantly, we
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d RGB rende
ering. The
e synthesis was therefo
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d
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ed, green, a nd
blue norm stimuli, and could not reprodu
uce
spectral effects such
h as dispersio
on.
Replicatting real ima
age acquisittion system
ms
and spe
ectral renderring
Recentlyy, we have enhanced our real-tim
me
method to support spectral ren
ndering and to
replicate
e more physical aspects of real ima ge
ort
acquisitio
on systems,, that is, we
e now suppo
the simu
ulation of rea
al light sourc
ces and senssor
response
es of real image sensors.
Light em
mission and transport
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n spectra are
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resulting
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function,, as depictted in Fig. 2. Integrati on
across th
he spectrum
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e intensity vvalues of each sensor sensitivity
s
function, usua
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e RGB spac
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Fig. 1:

Emission spectrum of
o a tungstten
mp (Model 3900
3
by Illum
mihalogen lam
nation Tech
hnologies, In
nc.).

Fiig. 2:

Raw
w sensor ressponse of th
he ELiiXA
UC4
4/UC8 line sccan camera by
b e2v.

th
he simulated light emisssion and of the compu
uter screen that is used ffor viewing.
Liight sources
s with brigh
ht spectral lines
While
W
light sources such aas incandescent light
bu
ulbs or halo
ogen lamps have quite
e smooth
sp
pectra, see Fig. 1, the sspectra of other
o
light
so
ources as, for examplee, fluorescent lamps
ex
xhibit a num
mber of narrrow bright peaks,
p
as
de
epicted in Fig. 3. Such a lighting condition in
co
ombination with
w certain ssensors can result in
im
mages in which actual spectral diffferences
ca
annot be pe
erceived or easily detec
cted anymore.
m
This ca
an be simulatted with spe
ectral rende
ering, and he
elps to desiggn an acquis
sition setup
p that does
s not exhibitt such prob
blems by
ch
hoosing a su
uitable comb ination of se
ensor and
illumination, see Fig. 5 andd compare to
o Fig. 4.
Of
O course, spectral
s
renndering is especially
e
im
mportant in th
he context off color filters that limit
th
he light spec
ctrum to a n arrow spectral range
co
ombined with
h lighting by a non-uniform illumina
ation.
Fo
or our real--time implem
mentation we
w use a
biinning approach to specttral rendering
g. That is,
th
he full spectru
um of the vissible light is quantized
q
in
nto bins of a certain widdth, thus the
e spectra
arre approxima
ated by a steep function. The
T spectra
a can either be approxim
mated by equal width
biins, which is a sufficiennt approxim
mation for
sm
mooth spectra, or it can be adaptive
e, as neces
ssary in the
e case of illlumination with
w
light
de
epicting narrow bright peeaks.

Fiig. 3:

Emis
ssion spectrrum of a flu
uorescent
ceilin
ng light.

Fig. 4:

Images rendered in real-time
r
usiing
the color matching
m
functions of tthe
CIE 1931 standard co
olorimetric o
observer. Top
otp: CIE Illumiinant D65, bo
tom: fluoresscent illumin
nation of Fig. 3.

Physica
ally-based re
endering
While it is possible to add sup
pport for mo
ore
complexx light intera
action pheno
omena as, ffor
example
e, refraction and dispersion – and h
has
in fact be
een done in form of a prroof of conce
ept
impleme
entation for lig
ght refraction
n –, one has to
accept tthat rasteriza
ation has its
s limits and at
one poin
nt a ray tracing approach
h begins to be
more fea
asible, and even more effficient.
Support of refraction
n can be added to a raste
erization ap
pproach by ray
r marching
g but, obviou
usly, it is m
much more sttraightforwarrd to add it to
oa
ray traccer. Disperssion constitu
utes a simi lar
case. Bu
ut the afore
ementioned point
p
is sure
ely
exceede
ed when global illuminattion or simu lation of real lens sysstems including monochrromatic an
nd chromatic aberration is
s asked for.
Generattion of synth
hetic glass shards
s
Retzlaff et al. [19] de
escribe a pro
ocedural mod
del
for glasss shards ba
ased on an algorithm d
described b
by Martinet et
e al. [17]. We
W modified tthe
algorithm
m to generatte plausible shards with
h a
certain ssmoothing, as
a waste glas
ss is repeate
edly reloca
ated and this leads to rou
unded edges of
the glasss shards. In addition
a
to th
his, our carvi ng
volume is smooth to
t allow fas
st intersectio
on,
while we
e achieve pla
ausible brea
aking edges by
displacement mapping of the intersection su
urfaces ussing hardware-accelerate
ed tessellati on
shaders that were inttroduced in OpenGL
O
4.0..
These m
modifications make a sha
ard generati on
in neglig
gible computa
ation time po
ossible by ad
dding surfa
ace detail in real-time. Bu
ut there is allso
a downsside. In case
e of considerrable displaccement, th
he polygona
al mesh might
m
get se
elfintersecttions or holes at the transition betwe en
intersecttion surface and original shard surfacce.
Small irrregularities can
c be fixed easily but b ig-

Fiig. 5:

Imag
ges rendereed in real-tim
me using
the ELiiXA
E
senssor sensitivity
y function
depiicted in Fig. 2. Top and
d bottom
imag
ges illuminate
ted as in Fig. 4.

ge
er defects would
w
requiree a remeshin
ng of the
po
olygon mesh
h, slowing ddown the ge
eneration
co
onsiderably. Such errooneous mes
shes desc
cribe surface
es that are noot physically possible,
an
nd thus present probllems for physicallyba
ased rendering methodss. As a resultt, the law
off conservatio
on of energy might get violated at
su
uch irregularities.
Th
herefore, we
e vouched fo
for a new method
m
of
ge
enerating sh
hards of brooken glass, dropping
th
he requireme
ent of real-ttime genera
ation and
in
nstead introd
ducing a poool of prec
computed
sh
hard meshes
s.
Most
M
existing fracturing m
methods in th
he field of
co
omputer grap
phics are baased on Voro
onoi partitio
ons or tesse
ellations, buut many imp
plementatio
ons generate
e only undetaailed, flat inttersection
su
urfaces that are also nott well-tesselllated and
th
hus not suitable for surfaace perturbation withou
ut remeshing
g. An exampple for this is
s the Cell
Frracture implementation of the Ble
ender 3D
modeling
m
softw
ware by the B
Blender Foundation.
One
O
notable exception iis the method introdu
uced by Korrndörfer [16].. It is also based
b
on
Voronoi partitioning but uuses a 3D voxel
v
grid
an
nd emphasiz
zes on achieeving a regu
ular quad
meshing
m
of the boundary surface. The
e Voronoi
re
egions are not
n based onn the Euclid
dean dista
ance but insttead on the length of paths in a
grraph defined by the voxeels. The shape of the
re
egions can be
b controlledd by weights of the
grraph edges. The methood already supports
ra
andom noise edge weighhts in order to generatte irregular, i.e., plausiblee, surface sttructures,
making
m
it a suitable canddidate for ou
ur task of
ge
enerating of virtual glass shards.
Comparison of the suita bility of Mon
nte Carlo
o rendering techniques
t
for AOI
In
n all their diversity,
d
thee (MC)MC rendering
r
methods
m
sharre the conccept of stoch
hastically

Fig. 6:

A synthetiic image of procedura
ally
generated virtual glass
s shards ge
enerated by our
o Monte Carlo
C
renderiing
framework..

creating paths, conn
necting the sensor to tthe
lights. In
n this section
n, we discuss
s different re
endering a
algorithms an
nd sampling strategies th
hat
exist in tthe realm of (MC)MC
(
methods.
Path tracing: The paths are sta
arting from tthe
camera, directions are
a sampled at every inte
eraction, o
optionally, with
w
next event estimati on
(NEE, K
Kajiya [13]). Path
P
tracing is easy to i mplement and suitable if there are no caustiics
from sm
mall light sources and if direct conne
ections to tthe light sourrces are possible.
Light tra
acing: Paths are starting from the lig
ght
sources,, direction sa
ampling as with
w path tra
acing, again optionally with next ev
vent estimati on
(here: co
onnection to camera). Bu
ut NEE is pro
oblematic in context of specular surfaces a nd
lens mod
dels. It workks only well ifi light sourcces
a.
only emiit to the surfa
aces visible to
t the camera
Bi-directtional path tracing
t
(BDP
PT): The su
ubpaths arre starting fro
om both ends, camera a nd
light sou
urces, with deterministic connectio
ons
between
n nodes. It re
equires varia
ance reducti on
via multiple importance samplin
ng (MIS) to be
practicall, which unfortunately
makes th
u
his
method non-trivial to
o implementt. BDPT worrks
well in scenes where
e the determ
ministic conne
ections are
e not blocke
ed. This should usually be
the case
e for AOI setttings as we want to illum
minate objects which are
a visible to
o both came
era
and lightt source.
Many-lig
ght methods (variants of BDPT):
B
Crea
ate
light sub
bpaths and treat nodes as
a virtual po
oint
lights. Th
his approach
h works very well for mosstly
diffuse sscenes and is easy to implement. O
On
the down
nside, it has problems with
w glossy su
urfaces an
nd is even im
mpossible to use with spe
ecular surfa
faces, cf. Dacchsbacher ett al. [3].
Photon m
mapping: Cre
eate light subpaths, reco
ord
mnode locations (loccations wherre energy im
pinges o
on surfaces), and use a density
d
estim
mation to e
estimate energy per su
urface area. It
works w
well with diffu
use surfaces
s and causticcs.
For glossy surfaces, it (gracefully
y) degrades to
path tracing. Photon mapping can be ma de
robust a
and has the
e advantage
e of produci ng
images with low noise levels, but
b the denssity
estimatio
on also causses a bias (systematic
(
e
error), cf. H
Hachisuka an
nd Jensen [5
5].

Fiig. 7:

A cllose-up view
w of the sc
cene also
displayed in Figg. 6 from a different
anglle.

More
M
extensio
ons and variiants to bi-directional
methods
m
existt, as, e.g., Geeorgiev et al. [4].
Metropolis
M
light transport (MLT): These method
ds use the Metroppolis-Hastings (MH)
allgorithm (intrroduced by H
Hastings [7])) to samplle the space
e of all posssible light transport
pa
aths. Numerous variantss exist, e.g., sampling
in
n primary sp
pace (Kelem
men [11]) orr in path
sp
pace (Veach
h [23]), as weell as modern extensions such as
s Energy Disstribution Ra
aytracing,
Manifold
M
Exploration (Jakkob [10]), Ha
alf-Vector
sp
pace transport (Kaplanyyan et al. [1
14]), and
grradient doma
ain methods (Kettunen ett al. [15]).
MLT
M
methods
s have in coommon that they are
ve
ery powerfu
ul in explloring diffic
cult light
tra
ansport phenomena (e.gg., caustics). Howeverr, they have to be initiaalized repeattedly with
in
ndependent MC samplerrs (e.g., BD
DPT) and
th
hus rely on th
hose to detecct actual occ
currences
off said light phenomena.
p
In image re
endering,
th
his results in images wheere individua
al compone
ents are rendered with llittle noise but all occu
urrences of the light pphenomena are only
fo
ound over tim
me. Also, MLLT methods share
s
the
prroperty that they
t
are diffiicult to imple
ement (an
ex
xception is Kelemen [1 1]), and difficult to
co
ontrol.
Bringing it all together
Fiig. 6 shows a scene of tthe shards generated
g
with
w
the meth
hod of Korn dörfer [16] using
u
our

Fiig. 8:

Clos
se-up view oof a synthettic shard.
Left:: fluorescennt illuminatiion with
brigh
ht spectral llines, as de
epicted in
Fig. 3, right: CIE
E Standard Illuminant
I
D65. Both imagees are rende
ered with
2048
8 samples peer pixel.

Fig. 9:

Synthetic image
i
and enlarged se
ection (bottom
m) rendered
d using a th
hin
lens modell exhibiting a narrow dep
pth
of field (DO
OF).

me scene as in Fig. 9 bu
ut using a
Fiig. 10: Sam
simp
ple Lensbabby-like lens
s, exhibiting a less narrrow DOF bu
ut strong
chro
omatic aberraation (color fringing).
fr

existing Monte Carrlo ray tracing framewo
ork
supportin
ng global illu
umination, th
hat is, a phyysically-bassed simulatio
on of light tra
ansport, whiich
inherently accounts for phenom
mena such as
reflection
ns and sha
adows. We have chos en
path-traccing without NEE for ou
ur task as tthe
AOI setu
up exhibits a very large lig
ght source.
As the ray tracing framework does not u
use
spectral binning but instead supp
ports full spe
ectral rend
dering with Monte
M
Carlo spectral sa mpling, it ccan simulate dispersion. Fig. 7 showss a
close-up
p view of the
e same scen
ne as in Fig . 6
(from a slightly differrent angle), exhibiting lig
ght
refraction and chrom
matic dispersion.
It is inte
eresting to no
ote that the spectra of tthe
illuminattion and interracting surfaces might allso
affect the
e rendering time or imag
ge quality. U niform sam
mpling of the
e emission spectrum
s
lea
ads
to noisy images in case
c
of spec
ctra with brig
ght
narrow peaks comp
pared to im
mages using a
more ho
omogenous spectral illumination, as
sampless fall equally on every pa
art of the spe
ectrum. Th
his is illustrate
ed in Fig. 8.
Importan
nce sampling
g that results in a high
her
sampling
g rate in reg
gions with higher radian
nce
while still being an unbiased estimation
e
ccan
leverage
e this proble
em without increasing tthe
sampling
g count (an
nd thereby increasing
i
tthe
rendering time).

tra
ace rays thrrough it, thiss leads to ve
ery inefficient renderin
ng, as, for straight forw
ward ray
tra
acing, 95% of all ray sam
mples, or mo
ore, might
no
ot leave a re
eal world lenns system and
a
enter
th
he actual scene [6].
We
W use our method
m
and implementa
ation prese
ented in Han
nika and Dacchsbacher [6
6] to suppo
ort efficient rendering ussing a wide range of
re
eal world lens
ses with onlyy negligible overhead
o
co
ompared to rendering
r
wiith the thin le
ens modell. Such real world lensess can consis
st of dozen
ns of lens elements andd an aperture
e, as, for
ex
xample, a Double-Gausss lens as de
epicted in
Fiig. 11. Still, this approoach can accurately
a
co
ompute the lens image and thus be
e used to
simulate flaws
s and shortccomings of real lens
sy
ystems.
Fiig. 9 and Fig
g. 10 show a group of im
mages of
th
he same scene but usingg different lenses, the
th
hin lens mod
del and a siimple Lens
sbaby-like
le
ens (achrom
matic doubleet), respectiv
vely. Both
le
enses have got
g differentt depths of field,
f
and
th
he image by
y the Lensbaaby-like lens
s exhibits
sttrong chrom
matic aberraation, comm
monly refe
erred to as co
olor fringing.
To
o conclude this
t
section, we present an overview of rende
erings with different len
nses and
co
olor matching
g and sensorr sensitivity functions,
f

c lenses
Realistic
In intera
active image
e synthesis, often simp
ple
perspecttive projectio
on is used tha
at correspon
nds
to the prrojection of a pinhole camera. Rende
ering systtems also often use simplified a
approachess as the pinhole camera or the th
hin
lens mod
del. While it is possible to just inclu de
even a ccomplex lenss into the virtu
ual scene an
nd

Fiig. 11: Double-Gauss leens by Pierrre Angénieu
ux [1]

ar in a strongg transmitted
d light as
allways appea
in
n Fig. 18 and Fig. 19.
As we genera
ate the virtuaal scenes using physica
al simulation of gravity aand collisions of rigid
bo
odies, we can
c
easily ggenerate con
nsecutive
sc
cenes separrated by sm
mall time diffferences,
an
nd thus also
o render imaages with mo
otion blur
off the shards sliding alonng a sloping
g surface,
as
s to be seen in Fig. 15.

Fig. 12: Synthetic im
mage using the simple th
hin
lens model as perceiv
ved by the C
CIE
1931 stand
dard colorimetric observe
ver,
CIE D65 he
emisphericall illumination .

Fig. 13: Same as in Fig. 12 but using tthe
Angénieux Double-Ga
auss lens [[1],
also depiccted in Fig. 11. The bla
ack
grid is overrlaid to make
e the differen
nce
in distortion
n easily recognizable.

Fig. 14: Same as in
i Fig. 13 bu
ut detected by
the ELiiXA sensor, depicted in Fig. 2.

Fig. 15: Same as Fig.
F 13 but wiith motion blu
ur.
respectivvely. Fig. 12 to Fig. 15 show the sce ne
from a fllat angle, wh
hile Fig. 16 to
o Fig. 19 sho
ow
a top vie
ew of the sa
ame scene resembling
r
tthe
arrangem
ment of the real
r
image acquisition
a
syystem. Actually, in the
e real syste
em the sharrds

Conclusion and
a future w
work
In
n summary, we describeed the entirre image
sy
ynthesis pipe
eline includi ng all relevant compo
onents as well as their eefficient and accurate
im
mplementatio
on with regaard to the simulation
s
an
nd validation of optical m
measuring sys
stems.
Th
he EMVA 1288 Stanndard for Machine
Vision [12] describes a moodel for sens
sor noise.
It is dissecte
ed as a com
mbination of
o photon
no
oise or, morre generally,, shot noise that can
be
e described as the squaare-root of th
he signal,
off dark noise governed bby the dark current
c
of
th
hermally gen
nerated electtrons, and of
o sensor
re
eadout noise. This modell can be use
ed to simullate the sens
sor noise of rreal sensors.
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Fiig. 16: Angénieux Douuble-Gauss lens [1],
CIE D65 hemisspherical illu
umination,
CIE standard collorimetric ob
bserver.

Fiig. 17: Sam
me as Fig. 166 but detecte
ed by the
ELiiX
XA sensor, ddepicted in Fig.
F 2.

Fiig. 18: Sam
me as Fig. 166 but with the
e fluorescentt ceiling lighht of Fig. 3 as
a strong
trans
smitted lighht as well as
a hemisphe
erical illuminaation.

Fiig. 19: Sam
me as Fig. 188 but with th
he ELiiXA
sens
sor, depictedd in Fig. 2.

